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How to use this guide

This guide was created to serve 
as a roadmap for organisations 
to build a business case for  
MSP services, based on our 
experience consulting with 
both private and public sector 
organisations. 

It includes an outline for creating all the small but  

crucial elements that make a successful business case  

- from problem definition, to primary business drivers,  

all the way through to required project approvals.

The aim of this guide

The aim of  this guide is simple - to help you build  

a robust business case for bringing in an MSP partner  

to support your organisation, how to get executive buy-in, 

and ultimate approval of  the project.

We will talk a bit about VMS technology solutions,  

as many organisations choose to look at both services  

and technology together for a comprehensive contingent 

labour solution, and that relationship is critical.

What this guide is not

It is not a copy-and-paste, one-size-fits-all guide  

for building a business case for MSP services.  

A clear description of  specific challenges to your 
organisation must be defined within each section to  

ensure overall project buy-in, success and outcomes.

Guide assumptions
For the purposes of  this document, we worked off   

several assumptions. First, this business case is being 

presented by a first-generation buyer who has not 

engaged with an outsourced MSP provider in the past.  

That said, this guide can be used if  you are looking to 

replace an MSP partner as a second-generation buyer.

It is common (and easy) to overlook critical aspects  

of  the process the first time around. This guide can  

help ensure all considerations are being weighed  

and program goals are appropriately defined.

Secondly, there is not an internal group currently 

responsible for managing your contingent labour today.

Finally, if  you don’t know where you are today, it’s hard to 

get where you want to go tomorrow. Ideally, you’ll want to 

know approximate contingent labour data covering spend, 

number and types of  workers, existing business rules or 

workflows, and any current sourcing/supplier strategies.

Business case structure

This business case template is built over 8 sections.  

In sections 1-3, we’ve provided an overview of  what  

each section should include, followed by short sample 

examples to support each.

In sections 4-8, a more detailed example is given  

to help you formulate specific language, and to further 

demonstrate how these sections look in a (fictional)  

‘real-life’ scenario.

Building a business case should not feel overwhelming. 

Our guide is intended to walk you through all  

the steps with a Word version of  the template  

available upon request to help get you on your 

way to realising your objectives.

Industry language and acronyms

If  there are any acronyms you don’t recognise,  

not to worry. We’ve provided a list of  workforce  

solutions terminology here to help.
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Step 1 - Executive Summary

This section summarises the key pieces of  information needed 
for a Managed Service Provider, including challenges, outcomes, 
recommendations, benefits and Return on Investment.

Note, later sections in the business case will dive  

into each area at a detailed level.

The main purpose of  this section is to inform key 

stakeholders at a high level and get the attention  

of  the approver so they understand the value of   

the project, and want to explore the business

1.1  Problem definition

In this first section, a succinct explanation of  what problems 

an MSP will solve is required. It is important to consider 

current organisational concerns and long-term business 

drivers that partnering with an MSP could address.

One way to think about future state is if  X, Y, and Z  

were no longer a concern, what would this free our  

team or organisation up to tackle next?

When creating the problem definition, present clear  

“why” statements of  specific business challenges 

an MSP will solve, and a tangible, “So what?” for each.

For example:

When researching your current state, meeting  

with a user group with a lot of  pain points  

(and large contractor population) can help you  

articulate the challenges the business is facing.

Additionally, meeting with an MSP provider or industry 

analyst who can provide best practices based on 

their experience with companies of  your programme’s 

anticipated size is recommended.

 Our organisation does not 
have full visibility to our contingent 
labour spend which translates 
to lost savings opportunities and 
the inability to create efficient 
onboarding processes.
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1.2  Anticipated outcomes

This section should include exactly how an MSP will benefit 

the business and describe what the future state will look  

like post implementation.

For example: 

Common benefits are the ability for procurement to 

concentrate on strategic business initiatives, risk mitigation, 

the ability to look at total talent management and talent 

strategies across the organisation, increased candidate 

engagement, cost control and savings, greater compliance, 

supplier management/rationalisation, and the ability to make 

more informed buying decisions.

1.3  Recommendations

This section will lay out exactly why an outsourced  

solution is necessary. It should include the results that  

will be achieved by moving forward with the project.

For example:

It will also talk at a high level about alternate solutions  

that were considered.

1.4 Benefits and ROI
This section quantifies the benefits of  an MSP, and in  

many cases, a VMS technology, will bring. Typically,  

an MSP partner will bring the right technology to the table. 

These business cases often coexist as the benefits  

are interlinked.

It should provide quantifiable data points, both financial  

and non-financial, and initial project estimates. It should  

also lay out specific ROI that will be achieved.

For example:

Money talks. The more you can quantify a specific pound or 

dollar value (i.e. cost savings, lost revenue), the easier it will 

be to gain executive buy-in. Speak to both anticipated hard 

and soft cost savings.
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 We believe the only way to 
achieve transparency and visibility 
at an organisational level is through 
the services an MSP can offer.

 We anticipate £1M in cost 
savings during the first year  
of  the programme.

 Bringing in an MSP will 
allow our organisation to track 
contractor headcount and spend 
at the hiring manager level.  
This transparency will allow  
rate cards to be introduced to 
ensure we are not overspending 
for a given job category.
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Step 2 - Strategic alignment

Writing your business case in a language that highlights the wider 
business strategies will help ensure it is ultimately successful.

It is important to align with the organisation’s high-level 

corporate objectives and that any recommendations deliver 

against company goals. Writing your business case in  

a language that highlights the wider business strategies  

will help ensure it is ultimately successful.

Suppose you are part of  a public company.  

What commitments have you made to the market  

and your shareholders? What are the three major 

objectives the company is tasked with this year,  

and how will an MSP align to achieve them?

If  cost savings is a company initiative, you can tie the 

business case back to ROI. If  you are a part of  a privately 

held organisation and are preparing to launch an IPO,  

the flexibility and scalability an MSP programme can  

bring will be of  value.

For example:

An MSP provider can quickly 
scale staff  (including critical 
talent categories such as X)  
up and down, aligning with  
our development projects  
in the spring and fall.
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Step 3 - Project team  
and executive sponsor

This section describes who will be responsible for the programme’s 
overall success and those who will need to sign off  on the project itself.

Participants and roles must be clearly defined now  

and throughout the lifecycle of  the project.

Clearly state all project team members (by name)  

and a description of  their anticipated role in the project.  

The project plan could also include team member’s 

anticipated level of  effort (in hours) expected during  

project planning, RFP, MSP selection, implementation,  

and steady-state. Setting clear expectations is key for 

a smooth project implementation and to ensure team 

members stay engaged.

Common project team members come from procurement, 

finance, HR, talent acquisition, technology, legal, and 

liaisons from business units with large contingent labour 

spend. These departments will be directly impacted  

by an MSP programme and can help define what needs  

to be improved and any potential risks.

For example:

Identifying an executive sponsor who will champion  

the project throughout the organisation is critical.

They will be the point person for any major pushback  

or lack of  engagement that may happen.

If  you do not have an executive sponsor identified  

when formulating the business case, that can  

become a request within the project plan itself.

Lewis  
Hamilton

Executive 

Sponsor

Champions the project 

at the highest level in 

the company

Margaret 
Thatcher

Procurement 

Sponsor

Business case owner, 

responsible for MSP 

RFP, relationship 

manager

Billy  
Connolly

HR Liaison Responsible for  

overall organisational 

talent strategies

Dolly  
Parton

IT Liaison Responsible for 

system integrations, 

technology impacts

Marie  
Curie

Finance 

Sponsor

Responsible for 

providing ROI,  

cost savings analysis

Bill  
Gates

Project 

manager

Identifies problems 

and determines, with 

input from the sponsor 

and stakeholders,  

how to resolve
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Step 4 - Problem definition

In this section, clear statements 
that outline the problem the 
business is facing should  
be clearly defined.

4.1  Problem statement

In this section, clear statements that outline the problem  

the business is facing - be it visibility, compliance,  

quality, hiring managers frustration, supplier management/

consolidation, cost of  legislation - should be clearly 

defined. You should also define any short and long-term 

issues an MSP will solve and why an MSP is the right 

solution to get the job done. In short, build for today  

but plan for tomorrow.

For example:

A lack of transparency

A lack of  transparency across the organisation when it 

comes to contingent labour spend. Our current manual 

sourcing and management processes are not optimal 

or standardised across our business units. This directly 

impacts our ability to make informed hiring decisions or 

provide overall reporting on contingent labour throughout 

the organisation. This puts the company at risk from  

a compliance and worker misclassification perspective  

with constantly changing regulations and legislation.

Limited supplier management

With over 250 vendors, it is difficult to accurately track key 

performance metrics or know who we are collectively doing 

business with. This directly impacts contracts, rate cards, 

and invoicing.

Overall company revenue, headcount, missed savings 

opportunities, multiple points of  failure, process 

inefficiencies, limited pay rate management, and the  

ability to receive volume-based discounts are also  

being felt throughout the organisation.

Limited access to top talent

In a highly competitive market, we compete  

with other companies for the best talent.

Without a centralised contingent labour programme, 

we’re experiencing longer time-to-fill, increased attrition, 

an inability to provide consistent candidate experience, 

and limited visibility to industry-leading, innovative talent 

strategies. This is resulting in poor candidate quality  

and the inability to attract top talent. 

Other competitors in our industry that have  

an MSP in place are XX, XX, XX, and XX.

We are aware they use an MSP to quickly source talent 

and efficiently manage their contract labour procurement 

process across their organisations.

By addressing the above, we believe bringing in an MSP 

provider will align with our fiscal-year goals of: Finding and 

implementing process efficiencies to allow for strategic 

growth; achieving greater cost control and identifying cost 

savings opportunities; becoming the premiere employer  

in our industry.

Today, we spend approximately 
£70M on contingent labour. Three  
primary drivers are contributing 
to the need for a robust 
contingent labour management 
solution. These drivers include:
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4.2  Organisational impact

This section describes how the proposed project will 

impact the organisational processes, technologies,  

current service delivery arrangements, contracts with 

service providers who will be impacted by an MSP  

(i.e., contingent labour suppliers), and the in-house 

functions and potential technology needed post-

implementation (i.e. VMS) to support the programme.

It should explain any new roles that may be created due  

to the programme and/or how existing roles may change.

It is important to quantify any costs to the business  

that may result from the project.

There should also be a short statement that recognises 

where the organisation sits today regarding its ability  

to achieve the necessary transformation and change.

For example:

We currently use various platforms and tools to manage 

our contingent workforce, including XX e-Procurement 

system and XX time tracking system. In the US, our hiring 

managers submit their requests for open positions in XX. 

Once approved, the requests are sent out via email  

to the temporary agencies.

Up to 250 staffing agencies can submit multiple resumes 

that must then be reviewed and ranked manually.  

After hiring managers select candidates and schedule 

interviews, they select the candidate and negotiate  

rates with the staffing provider.

We receive invoices from 250 different suppliers on 

disparate systems that have different payment terms  

and disorganized cost code allocations. We have multiple 

on/offboarding processes used by various business 

units. We use multiple corporate-built platforms to track 

approximately 1,000 workers in the UK & India.

Additionally, there are likely uncaptured and 

miscategorised workers that create additional  

risk and cost to the organisation.

We have approximately 200 hiring managers utilising 

contingent labour who will be impacted from a change 

management/training perspective, and a core project team 

of  eight members who will need to have other projects 

allocated to their direct reports during the selection/

implementation should this business case be approved.

We will also need to consider office space for a future 

MSP onsite team of  up to four people, which would cost 

approximately $XX.
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The project description is simply that - a description of  the  
project in its entirety. This includes project scope, purpose,  
and how it will be executed.

5.1  Description

The project description is simply that - a description of  the 

project in its entirety. This includes project scope, purpose, 

and how it will be executed. For business case purposes,  

a high-level description is acceptable. Once approved,  

a more detailed description will come via a project plan.

For example:

Step 5 - Project overview

 This business case is 
seeking approval to engage  
an outsourced MSP provider.  
The goal is to standardise the 
existing manual processes 
associated with contingent  
labour (currently estimated  
at $70M), drive efficiencies, 
provide comprehensive real-time 
visibility, increase talent quality, 
better manage our suppliers,  
and support compliance to  
both statutory regulations and 
internal procedures and policies.

If  approved, the project team  
will immediately create a detailed 
project plan outlining the 
steps necessary to select and 
implement an MSP provider.
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5.2  Scope

This section should lay out key project stages with detailed 

deliverables for the project. It will detail current state  

and proposed future state. The more information you can 

provide around what the end state will look like, the better.

This is where meeting with key stakeholders and  

“super users” of  contingent labour can help define  

specific business challenges an MSP will solve.  

Engaging with a respected MSP partner can also  

help shore up any gaps in scope.

We have multiple business issues 
we are facing as an organisation. 
Based on extensive research, we 
believe partnering with an MSP 
is the preferred solution to help 
solve these challenges. This will 
bring more robust management 
of  contingent labour and allow  
the organisation to achieve  
its corporate objectives.

Procurement, along with key 
business stakeholders, is seeking 
approval of  this business case.  
If  approved, the project scope 
will include:

10

For example:

  Strategic assessment of MSP landscape: To include 

information gathering, talking to industry analysts, 

reviewing whitepapers and case studies,  

and potential consulting services.

  RFP development: Detailed RFP to contain general 

information, scope, worker data, references, 

requirements, goals and objectives, MSP capabilities, 

and cost proposal.

  MSP selection: RFP proposal review, onsite 

presentations, scoring, notification of  intent to  

award, and contract negotiation and signing.

  Solution implementation/data collection: Detailed 

timeline of  project, contingent labour data collection, 

key project milestones, and measures for success.

  Post-implementation support: User training, testing 

(include with MSP/VMS solution), change management, 

and compliance, hiring manager training schedule,  

and comp.
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5.3  Goals and objectives

This section needs to clearly describe how an MSP will  

align to the overall organisation’s high-level corporate  

goals and objectives.

They should be mapped directly to what is important  

to the business and give specific examples of  how an  

MSP will alleviate critical business issues and detailed 

success measures.

For example:

Companies today must efficiently and effectively manage 

contingent labour in the most cost-effective and successful 

manner while providing visibility to the business on contract 

labour spend, geography, and contractor type.

We do not currently have the systems in place  

to effectively manage our contingent workforce.

The following table outlines the goals of  the project  

and how an MSP will address them.

Measures of success will include:

  Requisition processing time and time-to-fill

  Rate compliance

  Hiring manager satisfaction

  Cost savings

  Supplier rationalisation

  Risk mitigation.

5.4  Assumptions

This section will describe the current state related to 

contingent labour, resources, training, and other project 

timelines that could impact programme launch.

All dependencies, both systems and services, and any 

known concerns about partnering with an MSP should  

be outlined.

One thing to note, the list of  assumptions will increase 

during the project planning phase. For the purposes of   

the business case, a high level list is appropriate.

For example: 

  Limited internal resources with contingent  

worker or MSP knowledge to design programme.

  Willingness of  hiring managers to change current 

processes or reduce/change supply base.

  Ability to move existing supplier contracts  

month-to-month until new solutions are in place.

  Availability of  ERP resources to assist with data 

collection/migration.

Business Goal Description

Attracting top 
talent

An MSP will provide a consistent 

candidate experience, reduce time-to-

fill, support our diversity and inclusion 

programme, and provide industry best 

practices to ensure company culture  

and benefits are clearly communicated.

Supply chain 
management

An MSP will rationalise supply base, 

standardise supplier contracts, tier 

suppliers, and run an RFP to ensure  

we have the most strategic suppliers 

by region/skill set.

Process 
efficiencies

Provide spend detail by job title and 

region, headcount reporting, consistent 

on/offboarding, background check, 

labour classification, and streamline 

hiring processes.

Cost control An MSP will provide subject matter 

expertise on rates by industry, region, 

and job category. It will implement rate 

cards, provide demand management, 

identify savings opportunities, and 

implement volume discounts.

For example:
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5.5  Risks

As with most projects, there are inherent risks.  

This section should address those risks  

and what financial impact, if  any, would result.

One thing to point out is that the risks can be mitigated  

with strong support from senior management. If  the 

message is clear that this initiative is considered to be 

a strategic move for the betterment of  the organization, 

compliance will be greater.

For example:

The risks associated with the proposed solution are 

minimal. If  the project were to fail, the only financial loss 

would be that of  time and resources committed to the 

project thus far.

Risk areas that we have identified include:

  Lack of  senior management support.

  Inability to provide the MSP with proper resources  

and data.

  Inflexibility to change current processes.

  Lack of  defined policies (HR, Procurement,  

Legal, Risk).

  User adoption.

5.6  Milestones + anticipated timeline

This section should outline the overarching project 

milestones and time to achieve each.

A more detailed version will be presented in a project plan, 

but this gives approvers a high-level idea of  what they  

can anticipate. It also gives the project team an outline  

of  what to expect when putting together a larger team.

One thing to note: It always takes longer than expected  

to get an RFP written, issued, completed, and a programme 

up and running.

It’s important to build in more time to get stakeholder buy-in, 

complete programme implementation, issue communication 

and change management documentation, train hiring 

managers, and get all supplier contracts signed.

For example:

The following table lists the key milestones that must  

be met to successfully launch an MSP programme  

and a timeline for anticipated completion.

Milestone Estimated time 
to complete

Date 
Completed

Business case approval 4 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

Provider due diligence 4 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

RFP creation 3 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

RFP response review 3 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

In-person finalist 

presentations

1 week xx/xx/xxxx

MSP selection and 

contract execution

4 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

Implementation /  

Change Management

10-14 weeks xx/xx/xxxx

Training 2 weeks xx/xx/xxxx
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Step 6 - Benefits and ROI drivers

This section details the project 
hard financial ROI and benefits 
not tied to hard cost savings.

6.1  Benefits (non-financial)

The project benefits not tied to hard costs are just  

a summary of  the anticipated outcomes section.

For example:

An MSP provider will allow our organisation to make  

smarter resourcing decisions that come with contractor  

and rate visibility, the ability to look at talent strategies 

across the organisation, increased candidate engagement, 

and increased retention. As a result,  

we will be able to:

  Attract more quality candidates

  Mitigate risk resulting from co-employment,  

security & pay

  Create efficiencies in the billing, approval,  

and payment processes

  Increase invoice accuracy

  Reduce time hiring managers spend on resume  

review and interview scheduling

  Enforce internal policies such as code of  conduct, 

background checks, onboarding documentation

  Ensure approvals are met before  

engaging contractors.

6.2  ROI (financial)

As a first-generation MSP programme, it can be difficult  

to gather spend data on your current contingent workforce 

(which is a primary reason companies bring in an MSP).

The key to gathering data is to find what payment systems 

exist within your organisation to generate reports either 

through your ERP or other project management tools.

The goal is to demonstrate MSP value for money.

There are basic ROI calculators that can be found online, 

but a more specific way to get calculated estimates for ROI 

for MSP services is to go to the source itself.

Getting in touch with an MSP expert partner who can 

help guide you through specific financial implications 

associated with an MSP can be a time saver. Calculations 

will be based in part on experiences with working with 

similar-sized companies in a given industry or geography.

For example:

Savings:

  Headcount alignment and reduction in overhead 

costs = ($350,000)

  Processes efficiencies = ($350,000)

  Bill rate reductions in first 12 months = ($500,000)

  Reduction in rogue (maverick) spend  

= ($200,000)

  Reduced time-to-fill = ($250,000)

  Invoice consolidation = ($250,000)

  Supplier rationalisation and tiering by region  

= ($200,000)

  Risk mitigation (1099 classification) = ($300,000

Costs:

  Anticipated annual MSP fee (based on current 

spend) = ($500,000)

  Onsite support = ($40,000)
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Step 7 - Alternative solution analysis

This section summarises the key pieces of  information the business 
case contains including challenges, outcomes, recommendations, 
benefits, and ROI in a succinct and powerful manner.

While the business case is to gain approval for  

an MSP programme, it’s important to provide the team  

with alternative options that were considered to solve  

for the problem statement.

This section needs a simple summary of  other options, 

the pros and cons if  one were selected, and why this isn’t 

ultimately the solution to achieve your business objectives.

For example:

There are several alternatives we reviewed in addition to 

bringing in an outsourced MSP. These alternatives include:

 Remain with the status quo

We can continue with business as usual, and this option 

results in the least change to the business. The current 

process is working but we strongly believe maintaining 

the status quo will not enable us to realize significant cost 

savings, achieve process efficiencies and visibility,  

or move the needle forward with future talent strategies  

and engagement.

Additionally, the opportunity cost of  not transforming  

as our competitors do leaves us at risk.

 In-source a contingent labour programme

Hiring an internal team will allow for a more intimate 

alignment with company culture and balance our business 

needs with programme goals and objectives. Whilst on paper 

it is a cheaper option than outsourcing the programme, we 

will not be able to achieve the same degree of cost savings 

we would by working with an MSP, so overall ROI is far less.

 It also doesn’t allow us access to industry best practices, 

benchmarking data, the ability to quickly scale up or down 

as the business demands.
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Step 8 - Required approvals

The business case should have 
an internal signature section  
and be signed by the most  
senior executive building the 
case, and the executive sponsor.

The more potential project sponsors that sign off   

on the business case from key departments like finance, 

legal, IT, and HR, the better.

For example:

The signatures below indicate an understanding  

of  this document’s purpose by those signing it.

By signing this document, you are giving your approval  

of  the proposed project outlined in this business case.

The next step will be to create a formal project plan 

following the details outlined herein.
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In summary

Building a business case isn’t 
difficult, and it shouldn’t be 
intimidating. It should: 

  Describe the problem

  Propose the solution, including the goals,  

objectives and expected outcomes

  Estimate the risks and costs

  Document approval to proceed

At Blue Arrow, we’ve worked with hundreds of   

organisations globally, both as an outsourced MSP  

provider and consultant, defining what a successful  

MSP programme should look like.

Use our experience to help build a successful  

business case for MSP services.

Visit the Blue Arrow website to find out  
more about Building a business case for an MSP.

Request a ready-made 
template based  
on this exact  
structure here
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